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ABSTRACT

Choosing input devices for interactive systems that best
suit user's needs remains a challenge, especially considering the increasing number of devices available. The
choice often has to be made through empirical evaluations. The most frequently used evaluation task hitherto
is target acquisition, a task that can be accurately modeled by Fitts' law. However, today's use of computer
input devices has gone beyond target acquisition alone.
In particular, we often need to perform trajectory-based
tasks, such as drawing, writing, and navigation. This
paper illustrates how a recently discovered model, the
steering law, can be applied as an evaluation paradigm
complementary to Fitts' law. We tested ve commonly
used computer input devices in two steering tasks, one
linear and one circular. Results showed that subjects'
performance with the ve devices could be generally
classi ed into three groups in the following order: 1. the
tablet and the mouse, 2. the trackpoint, 3. the touchpad and the trackball. The steering law proved to hold
for all ve devices with greater than 0.98 correlation.
The ability to generalize the experimental results and
the limitations of the steering law are also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The unceasing invention of new computer input devices
makes a user interface designer's job increasingly perplexing: which device to choose? In some cases the
choice becomes obvious due to speci c system requirements, including physical characteristics such as mechanical reliability and installation space, application
needs such as drawing, and environmental constraints
such as those in mobile computing. In other cases, one
has to look into the research literature for guidance.
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Much research has been conducted to help designers
and users choose the input device that best suits to
their needs. Yet, due to the rich dimensionality of input device design and the complexity of human capability, adaptability, and limitation, human performance
in using various devices can not be reliably predicted
from previous research alone. User interface designers therefore often have to conduct empirical comparisons among many candidate devices. In order to make
the empirical comparison generalizable to task parameters beyond those tested in the experiment, the experimenters need performance models that provide predictable power. The best known model serving such a
purpose is Fitts' law [5], commonly expressed in the following form:
A
(1)
T = a + b log2 ( + 1)
W
where T is the acquisition time of a target of width W
that lies at distance A. a and b are empirically determined constants. The log term is called the index of
movement diÆculty; the reciprocal of b, called the index of performance (IP), is often used as a measure of
input device eÆciency.
Card and colleagues [3] rst applied Fitts' law to computer input device evaluation. They tested a mouse,
an isometric joystick, step keys, and text keys in target
selection tasks. The study played an important role in
the commercial introduction of the mouse as a computer
input device. Since then, numerous device evaluation
studies have been done under the Fitts' law paradigm.
This body of literature is well summarized in MacKenzie's survey [8].
There are at least two advantages to apply models like
Fitts' law to empirical studies. First, the model provides
predictable power beyond the task parameters, such as
a set of target size and distance, tested in the experiment. Second, since Fitts' law transforms the experimental measurements to an index of performance that
is independent of the speci c task parameters (size and
distance), it is possible to compare results across studies
that do not use identical settings.

One limitation of Fitts' law paradigm, however, is that
target acquisition, or pointing, is no longer the only task
a computer input device is used for. Capabilities such
as drawing, writing, navigating through nested menus,
and moving in 3D virtual worlds all become increasingly
desirable. The commonality among these tasks is that
they are all based on movement trajectories, not targets.
If we only test input devices in the Fitts' law paradigm,
the quality of producing trajectories with these devices
is overlooked and the choice of input device will be biased by pointing performance alone.
An interesting trajectory-based device evaluation was
done by Cohen et al. [4], who tested seven input devices
in a star-tracing task which required moving a cursor
around a star as fast as possible, while keeping within
the boundaries of the gure1 . However, their conclusions were weakened due to the lack of a formal framework for handling speed/accuracy trade-o in trajectory tasks. For example, the touch-screen was measured
faster than the mouse, but was also less precise. How
would the two devices compare if they were held at the
same accuracy?
Recently we have made advances in overcoming the lack
of trajectory-based testing paradigms [1]. We proposed
steering, i.e. moving through narrow tunnels, as a study
scenario in parallel with Fitts' pointing task. Moreover,
we found the existence of a model, dubbed the steering law, that can predict completion time in relation
to the tunnel parameters. Such a nding may serve as
a theoretical tool for analyzing trajectory-based tasks.
Mirroring the Fitts' index of performance for pointing,
an index of performance in steering can be similarly dened and applied to input device evaluation.
THE STEERING LAW

A steering task is moving along a normally constrained
trajectory2. A daily example of the steering task is driving an automobile without going o the road boundaries.
For a generic tunnel C , such as the one shown in Figure 1, the steering law [1] that models the relationship
between completion time T and the task parameters can
be expressed in the following form:
TC = a + b  IDC

(2)

where a and b are constants; 1=b is called the index of
performance in steering; IDC is the index of diÆculty of
the task and is de ned by integrating the inverse of the
path width along the trajectory:
Z
ds
IDC =
(3)
C W (s)
The integration variable s stands for the curvilinear abscissa and W (s) for the path width at abscissa s.
1 The devices tested in the experiment ranked in the following
order: mouse, touch-screen, MousePen, large-ball trackball, smallball trackball, touchpad, and joystick.
2 The word \normal" is used here with its mathematical meaning: a normal constraint means the constraint is perpendicular to
the trajectory.

W(s)
ds
(C)

s

Figure 1: Integrating along a curve
Equation 3 allows the calculation of steering diÆculty
for a wide range of tunnel shapes. In [1], three shapes
were tested: straight, narrowing and spiral tunnels. In
all three cases, the steering law calculation correlated
with experimental data at greater than 0.96 r2 value.
The steering law is not without limitation. Analogous to
Fitts' law, the independent variables in the steering law
are tunnel length and width (see Equation 3). One dimension that may a ect steering diÆculty but not modeled yet in the steering law is tunnel shape. While we
have shown the validity of the law with various tunnel
shapes, there is not a generalized law that predicts performance across di erent shapes of tunnels. This means
that when we apply the steering law to input device evaluation, we have to do it categorically. Performance of
input devices has to be compared within each category.
Note that the same limitation applies to Fitts' law, although pointing is a much less complicated task than
steering. When applying Fitts' law, one typically restricts the target type to two vertical bars (hence modeling one dimensional pointing). Performance data collected with a di erent or more realistic target shape,
such as a word or a circular target, can not be directly
compared with those collected in the vertical-bar type
of target (see [7]).
Given these limitations, the steering law still provides
signi cant value to input device evaluation, as does Fitts'
law. Without the steering law, evaluating input devices
in trajectory tasks will be completely dependent on the
parameters of the trajectory used, including length and
width. With the steering theory, results collected can
be generalized and compared with each category across
studies due to the predictable power provided by the
law.
Although there are un unlimited number of categories
of shapes that can be studied, only a few need to be
used for practical purposes. We decided to limit ourselves in this study to two shape categories: straight
tunnels and circular tunnels3 (Figure 3). Although they
do not necessarily represent all trajectory shapes found
while interacting with a computer, these two tasks allow us to evaluate device performance in both linear
and non-linear movements: the straight tunnels resem3 Note that these two tasks had been suggested long ago as
basic tests for input device evaluation in the past [2], but like the
star-tracing task they have never been used for device evaluation
due to the lack of an adequate formal analysis framework. The
steering law provides such a framework.

ble the task of navigating in hierarchical menus (see Figure 2); a circular tunnel examines the ability to move
along curved trajectories, which requires more coordination in multiple dimensions. Furthermore, as the radius
of the circle changes, the curvature changes accordingly,
therefore covering a wide variety of trajectory curvature
(Figure 3). The representativeness of the two tasks, as
well as the simplicity of their steering models (see next
section) made them the ideal candidates for standard
evaluation of input devices in trajectory-based tasks.

Figure 2: Navigating in hierarchical menus: a sequence of straight tunnel steering tasks
The goal of the present paper is threefold. First, we
set out to test the generalizability of the steering law
to various devices, as many authors did to Fitts' law
(e.g. isometric device [6]). Our previous study showed
that the steering law holds well with a stylus device,
but it is not clear if the same is true for other types of
devices. Second, by way of example, we illustrate how
the steering law can be applied to input device research.
Third, we wanted to gain insights into the characteristics of the most common input devices when used for
steering tasks. The ve devices studied were a mouse,
a graphic tablet with a stylus, a trac

them never used the other computer pointing devices
tested in the experiment. Unfortunately we could not
recruit enough experienced users to have an unbias design against none-mouse devices.
Apparatus

The experiment described below was performed on a Silicon Graphics' indigo with a 19-inch monitor (3528 cm
active view, 12801024 pixels resolution). Five input
devices were tested:
 Logitech MouseMan 96,
 Wacom ArtZ II 68 tablet and stylus,
 Cirque GlidePoint touchpad 2,
 Marcus trackball (ball radius of about 3 centimeters)
 IBM TrackPoint 3.

beginning of each trial, the path to be steered was presented on the screen, in green color. After placing the
cursor to the left of the start segment and pressing the
\left" button of the tested device5 , the subject began to
draw a blue line on the computer monitor, showing the
stylus trajectory. When the cursor crossed the start segment, left to right, the line turned red, as a signal that
the task had begun and the time was being recorded.
When the cursor crossed the end segment, also left to
right, all drawings turned yellow, signaling the end of
the trial. Releasing pressure on the stylus after crossing
the start segment and before crossing the second segment would result in an invalid trial (error). Crossing
the borders of the path also results in the cancellation
of the trial and an error being recorded. Subjects were
explicitly asked to minimize errors and not to take risks.
Design

A fully-crossed, within-subjects factorial design with repeated measures was used. Independent variables were
the task type (T = straight and circle tunnels), device
(D= mouse, stylus, touchpad, trackball, and isometric
joystick), movement amplitude (A= 250, and 1000 pixels) and path width (W = 35, 45, and 70 pixels). The
amplitudes and widths de ne 6 di erent IDs, ranging
from 3:6 to 28:6. Steering time was the dependent variable.

Figure 4: The ve tested input devices
All devices above used relative mapping, except the graphic tablet which was used in absolute mode (the tablet
68 in. active area being mapped onto the screen).
For pointing devices using relative mapping, the software acceleration provided by the X server was set to
its default value (acceleration 2/1, threshold 4)4 . To
minimize the bias that may be introduced by di erent
system settings, the same driver was used for all tested
devices with the exception of the wacom tablet, which
has its own driver that sends events to the application
through an input extension of the X server. Nonetheless, as the tablet uses absolute mapping, the in uence
of the system is still minimal.
With their dominant hand, subjects used the ve input
devices given above to control the GUI cursor. All experiments were done in full-screen mode, with the background color set to black.
Procedure

The order of testing of the ve devices (D conditions)
was balanced between 5 groups of subjects according
to a Latin square pattern. Within each D condition,
subjects performed a practice session, consisting of 10
trials in the easiest and most diÆcult conditions in both
linear and circular steering. The practice session was
followed by two identical sets of the 12 T -A-W conditions presented in a random order, during which data
was actually collected. Subjects performed 5 trials in
each D-T -A-W condition.
RESULTS
Steering time

There was a signi cant e ect of device (F4;56 = 52:2, p <
:0001) upon steering time. Mean steering time for the
mouse, stylus, trackball, touchpad, and trackpoint were
respectively 768, 880, 2445, 1846, and 1663 milliseconds
for linear steering and 2532, 2193, 4092, 4859, and 4158
for circular steering (Figure 5).
Although subjects were given a short practice session,
their performance still signi cantly improved during the
experiment from test 1 to test 2 (F1;14 = 22:5, p <
:0005). However, this learning improvement did not signi cantly a ect the relative performance of devices (see
Figure 6), as indicated by the insigni cant interaction
between device and test phase (F4;56 = :59, p = :67).

Subjects performed two types of steering tasks: straight
tunnel, and circle tunnel steering (see Figure 3). At the

Least square means comparison (t-tests) showed that
the overall di erence between the tablet and the mouse

4 With these settings, a movement of amplitude a results in a
cursor movement of amplitude a if a is lower than 4 pixels and 2a
if greater.

5 Holding the button down was usually done using the nondominant hand with the trackball, trackpoint and touchpad. With
the tablet, it was achieved by depressing the tip of the stylus.
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Figure 6: Mean time against test phase
was insigni cant (p = :52). These two devices outperformed all other devices signi cantly (p < :0001). The
Trackpoint signi cantly outperformed the trackball and
the touchpad (p < :05 and p < :01 respectively). The
overall di erence between the trackball and touchpad
was insigni cant.
The circular steering task was signi cantly more diÆcult
than the linear task (F1;14 = 396, p < :0001), although
the two share the same lengths and widths. Furthermore, there was a signi cant interaction between task
and device (F4;56 = 26:5, p < :0001). As shown in Figure 7, the performance of the tablet was similar to that
of the mouse in linear steering, but was higher than the
performance of the mouse in circular steering. Given
the higher dexterity a orded by the tablet stylus, this
is plausible. Note also that while the Touchpad outperformed the Trackball and was close to the Trackpoint
in linear steering, it performed much slower than the
Trackball or the Trackpoint in the circular steering task.
Longer steering amplitude obviously required more time

Circular
Task

Figure 7: Device and task interaction plot: the
relative performance between devices changes
with the nature of the task
(F1;14 = 187, p < :0001). More interesting is the amplitude e ect on steering time interacted with devices
(F4;56 = 55, p < :0001) (see Figure 8). In particular,
while the mean steering times with Touchpad and the
Trackball were slightly shorter than that of the trackpoint when amplitude is small (250 pixels), the opposite
was true when the amplitude was large (1000 pixels).
Both the Touchpad and the trackball are relative position control devices and are intuitive to use, but the
drawback is that repeated strokes are needed to make
large movements. The overhead (both time and e ort)
of releasing and re-engaging the control surface reduced
the overall performance with these small sized isotonic
position control devices. In contrast, the trackpoint
works in rate control, which does not require clutching, which is an important advantage for large distance
movement.
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Figure 8: Interaction between steering amplitude
and device
Similarly, the signi cant impact of tunnel width (F2;28 =
104:6, p < :0001) also interacted with devices (F8;112 =
12:87, p < :0001). As shown in Figure 9, the most no-

ticeable e ect of this interaction is that while the trackball performed similarly to the touchpad in wider tunnels (W2 = 45 and W3 = 70), it took less time than
the touchpad in the narrow tunnel steering (W1 = 35).
Another device width interaction e ect is that as the
tunnel becomes narrower, the tablet shows an increasing advantage over the mouse.
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By analogy to Fitts' law in pointing, steering law allows us to compute an index of performance IP = 1=b
that indicates steering time increase as a function of
task diÆculty. By such a measure, the devices tested
in the experiment ranked in the following order in the
linear steering task: the tablet (IP = 14:4 s 1), the
mouse (14.3), the trackpoint (8.7), the touchpad (6.7),
and the trackball (5.3). For the circular task, the order was slightly di erent: the mouse (5.5), the tablet
(5.4), the trackpoint (3.7), the trackball (3.0) and the
touchpad (2.5).
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Having done a factorial analysis of the steering time, let
us examine how the steering time followed the steering
law outlined earlier. Figure 10 presents the scatter-plots
of steering time against index of diÆculty for the ve
devices. All devices proved to t the steering model
with correlations greater than 0.98 (Figure 10). In linear steering, linear regression between steering index of
diÆculty and steering time (expressed in milliseconds)
produced the following equations for each device:
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For circular steering, the equations were:
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(r2 = 0:994)

Note that (see Figure 10) some of the regression lines
cross each other. This means some devices are actually
better in steering of low diÆculty, whereas others perform better (relatively to other devices) when the task
diÆculty is high. This is the case, for instance, for the
trackball and trackpoint in circular steering: the trackball is better than the trackpoint when the task is easy,
and the trackpoint is better than the trackball when the
task gets more diÆcult.
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(b) Circular steering
Figure 10: Average steering time for devices as a
function of diÆculty in both linear and circular
steering tasks
It should be pointed out that the steering law predicts
the time it takes to \successfully" steer through a tunnel with a given diÆculty quanti ed by ID. If a trial
went over the boundaries before completion, the trial
was aborted. The number of aborted trials were 9%,

18.8%, 18.7%, 17.5%, 18.9% respectively for the mouse,
tablet, trackball, touchpad, and trackpoint in the linear
steering task. In the case of circular steering, the number of aborted trials were 14%, 22.9%, 20.9%, 23.7%,
21.9%.
Note that the number of aborted trials is very di erent
in nature from the \error rate" used in Fitts' law studies
in [1]. In Fitts' pointing task, the only moment that one
can make an error is when the tapping or selection is
made. In steering tasks, one can go o the trajectory
at any moment. The total chance of making an error
therefore accumulates along the trajectory and is far
greater than error rate in the Fitts' tapping task. In
our experiment, although the subjects were asked to try
to stay on track, and despite their e ort to do so, the
number of aborted trials was still in the range of 10 to
25%.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

The experiment presented in this paper is an initial effort in evaluating input devices in trajectory based tasks
with a quantitative model: the steering law. Five commonly used computer input devices were tested in the
experiment with two steering tasks. Subjects' performance with the ve devices can be generally classi ed
into three groups in the following order: 1. the tablet
and the mouse, 2. the trackpoint, 3. the touchpad and
the trackball. Statistically, the di erences between the
groups were signi cant and the di erences within each
group were not.
However, this general conclusion is only true to the overall performance. The nature of the steering task (linear vs. circular) and the task diÆculty factors (amplitude and width) signi cantly changed the relative performance of the devices. The following exceptions are
particularly worth noting: 1. Although very similar to
the mouse on average, the steering time of the tablet
was slightly shorter than that of the mouse in circular
(Figure 4) or narrow steering tasks (Figure 8), presumably due to the higher dexterity a orded by the tablet
stylus. 2. The relative performance of the trackball and
the touchpad switched order between linear and circular
tasks (Figure 4 and 9) 3. The trackpoint is more advantageous than the trackball or the touchpad for longer
tunnels, due to the increase of repeated \clutching" in
operating the touchpad and the trackball for longer trajectories (Figure 7).
The steering law proved to hold for the ve devices
tested, all with greater than 0.98 correlation. The steering index of performance not only provides an integrated
measure for each device, but also holds predictable power
to steering time with new levels of task diÆculty.
Like any other theoretical tools, the steering law does
not necessarily give answers to all questions. Among
other limitations, since the task index of diÆculty integrates width and length into one metric as Fitts' law
does, the steering law index of performance may conceal some of the subtle di erences caused by width and

length individually. We suggest users of the steering law
always couple the steering law regression with factorial
analysis, as we did in this paper.
Finally, we would like to re-emphasize that the conclusions on device di erence were based upon the existing
representative products and most of these devices have
not been developed with the steering law paradigm as
a guiding test. We expect di erent conclusions once
the designers and producers of these devices test and
re ne the properties of their products with consideration to the steering paradigm. For example, the transfer
function property of a device could be re ned using the
steering paradigm. If that happens, it will be a valuable
impact of the steering law studies.
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